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Editor’s letter

W

elcome to today’s
ICT for Education
conference and
exhibition, an event that I hope
will inform and inspire your
teaching of computing and use of
ICT across the curriculum.
The conference will be
led by Sarah Zaman, CAS
Community Outreach Manager
for Northumberland, Newcastle
and North Tyneside. Sarah will
review The National Centre for
Computing Education (NCCE)
and how it can support the
teaching of computing in
schools and colleges across all
key stages.
Our guest speaker is Andy
Hutt, an independent educational
ICT consultant, who joins us
Newcastle with an informative
and entertaining session covering
the challenges and opportunities
of the internet.
Joining Sarah and Andy
are Marty Edwards, a former
secondary school teacher, who
will discuss how computer
science can be introduced into
the curriculum at KS3 and GCSE;
and Simon Hunt, a Year 4 teacher,
who will talk about his use of
Skype to bring the real world into
the classroom.

There will also be
presentations by Jeminatu AlabiIsama, team leader at Google
Education UK, who will talk about
the implementation of digital
technology from classroom to
staff room; and Laura O’Hare,
further education manager at
Texthelp, who will describe how
to design learning strategies with
technology.
Then there is ICT Reviews Live!,
an independent product review
session that will put suppliers to
the test and give you real insight
into their product capabilities.
And don’t miss the exhibition hall,
where you can explore products
and services suitable for your
school.
The refreshments are on us
today, so do take a break and
have a chat with colleagues,
speakers and suppliers.
I hope this brochure will help
you navigate the conference and
maximise your time. Have a great
day!
Best Regards,

Sarah Underwood Editor,

ICT for Education

National Conference Programme 2019

Manchester 18 October 2019
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Sarah Zaman, CAS Community
Outreach Manager for
Northumberland, Newcastle
and North Tyneside.

Lessons in digital technology:
from classroom to staff room
Jeminatu Alabi-Isama, team
leader, Google Education UK

How to add Computer Science
into the secondary curriculum
Marty Edwards, Learn IT Compute IT

ICT Reviews Live!
ICT for Education product
reviews team

The National Centre for Computing Education (NCCE) has been set up to support the
teaching of computing in schools and colleges across all key stages, giving teachers the
subject knowledge and skills to establish computing as a core part of the curriculum.
Whatever your needs, the NCCE is able to guide you through high-quality support
including face-to-face and online CPD, generous bursaries, regional support and free
resources. Sarah will discuss how the NCCE can support you.
An enlightening session on how to take digital technology into all areas of school
management and classroom learning. You’ll come away from this session with:
The evidence to make cost savings within your school or academy.
The inspiration to explore digital technologies with confidence and commitment.
The understanding needed to boost knowledge sharing within your school community.
Marty will discuss how secondary schools can best introduce Computer Science into their
curriculum. He will also provide information on how the NCCE can support the subject
with an overview of the courses and guidance that are on offer for KS3 and GCSE.
An independent product review session that will put products to the test and give you
real insight into their capabilities. ICT Reviews Live! will be led by the ICT for Education
reviews team. Watch the reviews, comment on product content, consider underlying
technologies, discuss ease of use and share your opinions on how you would like
suppliers to develop products and services to meet the needs of teachers and schools.

Coffee

Primary presentation
Simon Hunt, Year 4 teacher,
Tottington Primary School

Engage, Include, Challenge:
designing learning strategies
with technology
Laura O’Hare, further education
manager, Texthelp

Simon loves using technology and Skype to bring the world to his students. Using
Skype he and his students have spoken to famous authors, experts and film stars. In
this session, Simon will share how you too can connect with the rest of the world and
will describe how a simple poem and Skype session took a group of children to a film
premiere and the EU parliament (invited and paid for by an MEP). The children were
subsequently named in an EU law.
Join this session to explore how we can use technology to engage, inspire and motivate
every pupil by designing learning experiences that are flexible and personal. EAL pupils,
those who need extra support, have individual needs and those we want to challenge
— our classrooms include a wide range of students with diverse needs. We’ll explore a
practical approach to designing learning experiences that can use technology to engage,
include and challenge the breadth of pupils we see every day.

Lunch

The internet: challenges
and opportunities
Guest speaker: Andy Hutt,
educational ICT consultant

Close
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Andy returns to ICT for Education 2019 with another entertaining and helpful presentation.
This year his theme is the internet, the dominant cultural force of our time that
commands increasing amounts of young people’s time and attention. Andy will look at
tools and resources that can help teachers save time and cost, and help teachers guide
young people as they learn and develop in the increasingly distracting internet world.

Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles

Stand 1: W
 yvern Business
Systems & MatchWare
Wyvern Business Systems is an industry
leading IT provider, boasting one of the
largest teams of dedicated Engineers,
Specialist Technicians and fully qualified
Assistive Software Trainers in the UK.
We offer a complete range of IT services
and solutions to help improve efficiency,
increase productivity and reduce costs.
We are also the UK’s leading DSA approved
provider of assistive technology & training
solutions. Our latest service, iView Learning
covers an ever-expanding range of Assistive
Technology. iView Learning covers all of the
popular programs and offers an extensive
library of content covering the Microsoft
Office suite, and more recently G Suite.
MindView education mind mapping
software is a comprehensive visual
learning tool designed to help you develop
and present your ideas visually and then
export into several different formats (Word,
PowerPoint, Excel, etc.).
MindView is based on the proven
mind mapping theory and enhances
creativity, clarifies thinking and improves
understanding of the subject.
Build the mind map up yourself or choose
from a variety of ready-to-use templates,
wizards and professional clipart to
improve your layout. Once your ideas are
complete and organized then Export the
completed mind map to Microsoft® Word
or PowerPoint. You can even generate
timelines and project plans.

Stand 2: Edukey Education

Stand 4: Widgit

Edukey develop innovative software that
meets the needs of teachers, students and
schools.

Widgit have developed a very large and
widely recognised symbol set (over 18,000
symbols) which is used globally. Widgit
Symbols support teaching and learning
throughout the primary and secondary
curriculum to ensure that children can
access and understand texts within lessons.

Class Charts (www.classcharts.com)
combines data rich seating plans and
effective behaviour management. It
streamlines managing pupil behaviour,
saving teachers and SLT hours of time.
Includes; homework, detentions, WAR
boards and parent/pupil apps. Our Provision
Map (www.provisionmap.co.uk) system
streamlines the process of managing SEN,
saves hours of time, can assist in securing
extra funding plus helps with Ofsted success.
Includes Learning Plans, Costed
Provision Mapping, Reports and parental
communication.
Additional plug in software available for our
Provision Map system includes Safeguard
my School and School Robins.

InPrint 3
With access to over 18,000 Widgit Symbols,
100’s of editable templates and a range of
powerful design features InPrint 3 is the
perfect tool to create visual supports and
learning materials!
Widgit Online
Create visual, communication and learning
supports in your web browser using
over 18,000 Widgit Symbols and 100’s of
easy-to-use templates. No installation or
updating required!
Dual Language

Stand 3: Texthelp
At Texthelp, our mission is to help
everyone understand and be understood.
We provide a range of software tools to
support every level of student to succeed
and excel with Literacy and STEM subjects.
Our flagship product, Read&Write provides
a comprehensive set of features to
increase levels of reading, writing and
comprehension. EquatIO makes maths
digital — transforming mathematics
and STEM subjects into a richer, more
rewarding experience for students and
teachers. Working as toolbars, and in
use by over 20 million users worldwide,
Texthelp products integrate seamlessly into
G Suite for Education, Microsoft Word, the
web and mobile.

Add the Dual Language Feature Pack to
your Widgit Online account to translate
your materials into more than 80 different
languages!
We can’t wait to see you there and show
you what we have to offer!
w: www.widgit.com
e: info@widgit.com
Facebook: @widgitsoftware26
Twitter: @Widgit_Software
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Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles
Stand 5: MakerBot

Stand 6: Prowise

Stand 8: 3 Step IT (UK) Ltd

MakerBot is a global leader in desktop 3D
printing, setting the standard in reliability
and ease-of-use by providing effective
solutions for every stage of the desktop
3D printing process firsts. The current
generation of 3D printers Method, Replicator
Z18 and Replicator+ Desktop set the standard
for professional desktop 3D printing.

Prowise is a leading global company that
develops innovative, high quality and reliable
digital education solutions. Our touchscreens,
personal devices, lift systems and userfriendly Presenter and Central software
allows us to make learning and collaboration
more accessible, effective and enjoyable. To
date more than 20,000 schools and 450,000
teachers in 21 different countries make use of
the solutions of Prowise.

3 Step IT is the leading provider of
sustainable IT lifecycle management, with
over 4000 customers and 2,000,000 assets
managed globally. We enable organisations
to acquire, manage and dispose of
technology — simply and sustainably.

SHINING 3D continues its lead in 3D scanning
technology with the next generation of
hand-held 3D scanners the EinScan Pro
2X and the 2X Plus. The multifunctional
scanners have a wealth of new hardware
features and a new version of the EXSCAN
Pro software with an enhanced user
interface to enable rapid access to the
new capabilities of the scanners creating a
seamless solution of “3D scan — design &
simulate — additive manufacturing”.
MakerBot, SHINING 3D and ArtSystems
are partnered in the UK to create and
support a network of dedicated resellers
through specific educational programmes
such as the Educators Gateway that helps
educators to introduce 3D printing and
scanning into their teaching.
Visit us and find out how MakerBot can
help across your whole curriculum with first
class support and advice at every stage.
e: marketing@artsystems.co.uk
t: 0115 9380 380
w: www.artsystems.co.uk

Oct 2019

Nov 2019

18

22

Manchester

Nottingham

w: www.prowise.com
e: info@prowise.com
t: +44 (0) 84 55 28 12 70

Benefits of working with us:

Stand 7: ScholarPack
ScholarPack part of the Key group.
Our easy-to-use, feature-rich management
system allows schools to make sense
of their data and see what’s really going
on. From attendance and assessments
to accidents and incidents, ScholarPack
helps schools record, manage and review
everything that’s going on. And the result?
All-round smarter schools.
ScholarPack is easy-to-use, keeps your
data safe and secure and will have you
census-ready from day 1. Just some of
the reasons over 350 schools made the
move. In fact, more schools switched to
ScholarPack last year than to all the other
systems combined.
Guess what? ScholarPack is perfect For
MATs, ScholarPack is up and running in
some of the UK’s leading MATs. With
feedback from these trusts, we’ve put
together a range of features that make our
software perfect for groups of schools.
LET’S MAKE A SMARTER SCHOOL TOGETHER.

REGISTER FOR FREE
ictforeducation.co.uk

6
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With local support up and down the
country, we’re here to help you reduce
your total cost of ownership, manage your
IT estate more efficiently, take control of
information security or adopt the best IT
refresh strategy.

Contact us on 01522 716048 or email
sales@scholarpack.com

 Procurement made simple —
Transparent, flexible financing you
control, with the agility to upgrade
technology easily.
 Manage IT assets more effectively — our
platform gives you a single view of
your entire IT estate to minimise your
administrative burden.
 Simple and secure IT collection and
disposal to can meet the strictest data
requirements.
We also provide an IT purchasing service,
allowing you to unlock cash value in your
old IT equipment. Send us an inventory
and we will assess the value, data erase
the device and pay you.
Our clients say it best: “For the Head of IT, it
makes my job much easier” David Hymers,
Wedlake Bell.
w: https://youtu.be/qdTsnLS2q2w

Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles
Stand 9: Discovery Education

Stand 10: Schoolcomms

Discovery Education Espresso is a
cross-curricular learning service for
teachers and pupils covering Foundation
to Key Stage 2. Containing over 23,000
digital resources, including short videos,
interactive games, printable resources
and more, Espresso supports delivery
of the National Curriculum with flexible
resources supporting any teaching style.
Resources are curated into modules
supporting specific objectives and include
point-of use teacher support. The Espresso
News area, a BETT 2019 finalist, delivers
age-appropriate news features helping
pupils understand the world they live in
and makes connections to what they are
learning in the classroom. Multiple tools
enable users to search by curriculum
objective, subject or resource type
ensuring that all educators and pupils are
able to use Espresso to its fullest potential.

Leaders in technology driven parent
engagement — delivered via the UK’s best
parent app. Schoolcomms’ integrated
system provides schools and parents with
one place for all their communication.
Used by over 3,000 schools to engage with
more than 2,000,000 parents, keeping them
up-to-date with their child’s life at school.

Discovery Education Coding: With a focus
on computational thinking and problem
solving, Discovery Education Coding (Key
Stage 1 and 2), contains over 100 step-bystep lessons for Block Coding, HTML and
Python. Resources are grouped into units
that scaffold learning by guiding users
from beginners to creating their own apps.
Teacher resources and comprehensive
lesson plans ensure educators are fully
supported so whether they’re a Coding
novice or a Coding guru they’ll confidently
deliver the National Curriculum coding
objectives in a fun and engaging way.
t: +44 (0)800 6 527 527
e: discoveryeducationuk@discoveryed.com
w: www.discoveryeducation.co.uk
Twitter: @DiscoveryEdUK
Facebook: Discovery Education UK
Instagram: @DiscoveryEdUK
LinkedIn: Discovery Education UK

Schoolcomms encompasses everything
that’s important for busy schools who have
less time to manage all the important admin
tasks, such as counting cash and managing
breakfast and after-school clubs. Messaging,
Payments, Online Reporting and Clubs from
Schoolcomms all make for an easy solution
to managing these everyday tasks.
School to home communication has
never been more important and the
Schoolcomms parent app, School Gateway,
makes it easy for schools to keep parents
involved and informed with their child’s
education. It reduces administration time by
removing the need to print letters, chase
absences, gain parent consent and take
payments. All of this and more can be done
with a few clicks and sent straight to the
School Gateway app or website for parents
to view. Schoolcomms offers free app
messaging, providing a simple solution to
contacting busy parents who are on the go.
Contact Details:
t: 0333 332 7147
e: contactus@schoolcoms.com
w: www.schoolcomms.com
twitter: twitter.com/schoolcomms
linkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/
schoolcomms

Stand 11: Sparx
As a socially focused education technology
company, Sparx has spent eight years
reimagining the way maths is taught and
learnt in schools. Our aim is to improve
numeracy, and therefore life opportunities, for
over five million learners by 2030 (#Ed5M).
Our long-term collaboration and
development work with schools, combined
with the experience of our team of
educators, means we understand the
challenges faced by school leaders,
teachers and students and are passionate
about helping.
The result is not an off-the-shelf software
product — it is an approach to learning
based on strategies that are founded in
pedagogy and that relies on the worldclass maths content that sets us apart.
Underpinned by our sophisticated, adaptive
technology platform and high levels
of support, Sparx delivers progress and
increases attainment in maths, in addition
to acting as a catalyst for transformational
change in many of our schools.
We are still at the start of our journey
to motivate and engage learners while
enabling teachers by providing them with
deep insights, and we have big ambitions.
Collaboration, creativity and innovation are
embedded in our culture — a mindset we
share with the schools with which we work.
w: Sparx.co.uk
e: Schools@sparx.co.uk
t: 01392 440440

ICT for Education Conference Programme
 Meet experts, inventors and
innovators.
 Network with your peers working
in your region.

 Problem solve in practical sessions
and discussion groups.
 Discover new resources and
explore new ideas.

 Access free and affordable
resources to use back at school.
 Educate yourself for the day free
of charge!
ICTfE conference brochure 2019 7

Collaboration starts with
Prowise Presenter
Encourage collaboration between students using our Prowise
Chromebooks and free education software Presenter.
Create your free account on www.prowise.com

prowise.com/presenter-software

Let education speak

Sustainable IT for education
Your one-stop shop for IT acquisition, management and disposal

Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles

Stand 12: CTOUCH UK
At CTOUCH we want to boost interactivity,
productivity, and engagement in
classrooms. How do we do it? By unlocking
the endless possibilities of the touchscreen!
We fully grasp the transformative potential
of the touch experience. For teaching.
For inspiring. For knowledge sharing. For
everything, really! That’s why we want to
support you in every setting where you
want or need to encourage collaboration.
We’ve got you covered. And we’ll surprise
you. Promise.

Stand 13: IT Systems & Support
Limited
IT Systems & Support Limited was
established in 2014 building on over 30
years’ experience providing bespoke IT
solutions exclusively for Education. Our
services include on and off-site technical
support, SIMS & curriculum support as well
as broadband, GDPR, network and data
security services. This is complemented
with installation and commissioning,
as well as IT consultancy and project
management. We forge meaningful
partnerships with our schools, working
collaboratively to ensure we are part of
the school family.

We’re devoted to blowing you away with
our fresh perspective on large-format
touch display technology. We bravely
embark on that mission with an amazing
team of touchscreen enthusiasts, exciting
products that meet your every need, and
an unconventional vision of the power
of the touch experience. When you mix
a dash of inspiration with a touch of
technology, anything is possible!

We have successfully grown and
developed the services we provide to our
partner schools, adding new features and
enhancements which enable us to be a
market leader in schools IT and Cloud
Solutions. We offer an unrivalled level
of features, services and support to our
partners.

But who can do it alone? We certainly
can’t! We believe in outstanding
partnerships that keep us on our toes.
Oh, and lest we forget: the absolute best
service and support. We have the best
trained and most motivated team to
support you — and we’re modest too!. 

At the core of everything we do is the
drive to provide a highly responsive and
personalised service. We ensure that
outstanding and issue free IT is embedded
across the school or trust. Thus enabling
teachers to teach and children to reach
their learning potential.

We know we’re not the only company that
offers touchscreens. But we are definitely
the funkiest!

100% of our current partner schools would
recommend IT Systems & Support Limited.
For further information please contact us:

Contact: Daniel Gavin
Business Development Manager
e: Daniel.gavin@ctouch.co.uk
t: 07936 906287.
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t: 0343 886 8660
e: enquiries@itsystems.uk.net
w: www.itsystems.uk.net

Stand 14: Arbor Education
Arbor helps schools and MATs transform
the way the operate to save teachers time
and improve student outcomes. Our simple,
smart, cloud-based school MIS brings all
your student and staff data together in one
place to improve insight, and automates
repetitive tasks to save staff time.
Our MAT MIS centralises data reporting,
streamlines processes and helps you
manage all your schools remotely from
one system, whilst still giving schools the
autonomy to personalise the system to use
the measures and language that matter to
them.
Come and meet us to get free school &
MAT benchmarking, and see how Arbor
could help improve outcomes.
To find out more, visit:
www.arbor-education.com

Stand 15: AdEPT Education
AdEPT Education (formerly Atomwide) is
proud to be partnered with InVentry for
ICT for Education. AdEPT Education have
been supplying ICT solutions to schools
and the wider education sector for over 30
years. Their mission is to liberate teachers
to teach by taking on the challenge of
providing a safe, secure and adaptable IT
enabled educational environment whilst
reducing the costs to free funds for front
line teaching. Whether it’s sign in and asset
management or simply web filtering, audio
visual or VoIP telephony, AdEPT Education
produce and support a whole host of
dependable services for over 4,000 schools
nationwide.

Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles
Stand 16: CareMonkey
CareMonkey automates school and multi
academy trust processes; eliminating
paperwork and saving time and money
with award-winning features:
 Online parent consent forms &
payments, with automated notifications
and reminders.
 Parent managed medical data
automatically copied to SIMS.
 Online staff forms & trip approval
processes.
 Staff mobile app with offline access to
medical & trip data.
 Group messaging via text, email & push
notifications.
There’s no paper, better engagement, and
less work for schools, teacher and parents.
CareMonkey for Multi-Academy Trusts
adds a management layer above each of
your schools using CareMonkey. From the
top of the hierarchy, you can manage trust
wide forms, templates, communication and
approval processes.
From the same interface, you can drill
down into any of your schools to manage
or monitor school specific processes and
communication.
To see how your school or MAT could
automate processes, save time and money,
and create a happier parent and staff
community, please visit: www.caremonkey.
co.uk to view demo videos, customer
testimonials and product information.

Counterpoint are an expert in Apple
Device Management and Apple Integration,
working with schools and businesses
since 1989. We aim to achieve maximum
productivity for schools, seamlessly solving
any Mac challenges you may have.
e: solutions@counterpoint.co.uk
t: 01903 538 844

At Crusader we provide a complete design,
supply, install and training service for
IT & Audio Visual equipment, including
interactive panels, classroom accessories.
We also offer digital sign-in & guest
management systems for all types of
public sector organisations. Our solutions
are in use right now in offices, classrooms
and meeting rooms across the UK.

Stand 18: AVerMedia

Our history working with the public sector
is a long and successful one. We have
been trusted partners within the education
sector for over thirty years and earn repeat
business and recommendations based
on our track record of working within
deadlines and to budgets.

Established in 1990, AVerMedia
Technologies has focused on developing
education technologies which helped
countless students and educators better
engage and interact in classes.
From the first PC-to-TV converter for
classrooms, to document cameras that
magnifies learning materials, AVerMedia
has successfully brought curriculum to life.
AVerMedia’s core competency resides in its
curriculum augmentation, distribution and
streaming technologies, and affordable yet
powerful classroom products.
Today, AVerMedia is renewing its focus
on education, bringing solutions that
improve learning, foster one-to-one
flipped classrooms, provide easy content
streaming, and enhance features and
flexibility to existing technologies.
For more information please refer to:
ukcontact@avermedia.com

As a family business, Crusader aims to be
as engaging as possible with our customers,
ensuring that you are kept in the loop about
your business. Offering on-site demos and
equipment loaning including compliant
operating leases, we have every solution
available to match your needs.
We have achieved top sellers status from
all the major brands in the AV sector,
which means we can guarantee the best
prices for our products and services.
Our professional team of in-house install
engineers are certified and accredited
installers of Promethean, SMART, Newline,
Sharp and ViewSonic (hardware and
software). Our engineers are DBS checked
and CSCS certified (Construction Skills
Certification Scheme).
Quote: “Right from the beginning of the
process Crusader were very helpful, efficient
and professional. It’s really good to have a
contact at a company that actually replies
to your emails and phone calls!” Helena
Nicholson, Bracken Lane Primary School.
Contact details:
e: sales@crusader.co.uk
t: 0115 9405550

Stand 17: Counterpoint Ltd
For over 30 years Counterpoint have been
making tech talk so that schools can focus
on what they do best. We are for the Mac
users and creatives who need to focus
on their job rather than on making their
technology work.

Stand 19 & 20: Crusader Limited
As the new home of the Hills product line,
Crusader offers reliable and long-lasting
equipment for schools such as keyboards,
mice, as well as the iconic unbreakable
headphones.

ICT

for Educat ion

Trusted by Teachers
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Automate
your school
processes
GO PAPERLESS

SAVE TIME

SAVE MONEY

REDUCE RISK

CareMonkey turns your paperwork pain into online productivity.
Create and collect forms faster.
Streamline excursions, camps and ﬁeld trips.
Be better prepared and ensure staﬀ know exactly what to do, who to call,
and what to tell paramedics in an emergency.
Why does everyone love CareMonkey?
SCHOOL
ADMINS

HEAD TEACHER
/ DEPUTIES

TEACHERS

SCHOOL
NURSES

Eliminate the time and

Deliver a better duty of

Be prepared for

Keep medical

eForms sent directly to

hassle of creating and
collecting school
forms from parents
and staﬀ.

care, streamline
compliance and training
and save time and
money.

emergencies with
instant access to
emergency contacts
and medical conditions -

records up-to-date.
Collect medical
action plans.

parents, rather than via
school bags. Keep track of all
your school forms and
school events.

even oﬄine.

www.caremonkey.co.uk

PARENTS

Exhibitors

Exhibitor Profiles
What do we offer? AVer’s Classroom
Technology aims to make every classroom
a future classroom and brings schools the
Total Education Solution with the latest and
best in classroom technology. With products
and solutions deployed in over 500,000
classrooms globally, AVer aims to integrate
collaboration at every level in the classroom.

Stand 21: ICT School Services
(DCC)
For over 30 years ICT School Services
(ICTSS) have supported schools to harness
education technology through a wide range
of technical and support services, with
children and learning at the heart of it all.
We pride ourselves on the high levels
of customer service and provision we
deliver. Our wide spread customer base,
supporting over 400 schools, is a testament
to the quality of service we deliver in an
ever-changing market where we are able
to demonstrate a flexible, proactive and
responsive culture and attitude.
ICTSS provides over 20 Service Level
Agreements covering a range of services
including:
 Management Information System (MIS)
support.
 Shared engineer service.
 Hardware and systems repairs.

Stand 22: N
 ational Centre for
Computing Education
The National Centre for Computing Education
is funded by the Department for Education
and is run by a consortium of STEM Learning,
the Raspberry Pi Foundation and BCS, The
Chartered Institute for IT. Our vision is for
every child in every school in England to
have a world-leading computing education.
We will establish a network of Computing
Hubs to provide continuing professional
development (CPD) and resources for
computing and computer science teachers
in primary and secondary schools and
colleges, and facilitate strong links with
industry. We have also established a teacher
training programme to upskill existing
secondary computing/computer science
teachers to teach GCSE computer science
more effectively and an A level support
programme to support AS and A level
computer science students and teachers
with high quality resources and CPD.

As a global leader in Visualisers, AVer
provides a wide range of document
cameras such as Mechanical Arm, Flexible
Arm, USB, and Wireless. To complete the
classroom solution, AVer Charge and Sync
Trolleys and Cabinets make sure that devices
in the classroom are always fully charged
and ready to be used at a moment’s notice.
While the charging cabinet supports up to 12
devices, trolleys supports 20 to 36 devices
including tablets, Chromebooks, and laptops
up to 15” inch screen.
Contact Us:
AVer Information Europe B.V.
Lewis Eastwood
Channel Sales Manager, UK & Nordics.
e: Lewis.Eastwood@aver.com
Rene Buhay
VP Sales & Mktg, EMEA & APAC.
e: Rene.Buhay@aver.com
w: www.avereurope.com

 Cloud services.
 Website development.
 Broadband and anti-virus services.
All of our services are provided by our
experienced and qualified teams who
design and deliver solutions, irrespective
of scale, to meet the varying needs of our
customers.
Our customers also get to enjoy the added
benefits we offer including complimentary
invitations to seminars and conferences
plus dedicated account management.
For further information contact us directly:
t: 03000 261100
e: ICTSchoolServices@durham.gov.uk
Twitter: @ICTSchoolServ
14
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Stand 23: AVer
AVer is IMPROVING EDUCATION ONE
CLASSROOM AT A TIME with our
visualisers, charge & sync trolleys!
Who are we? With over 20 years of
research, development and manufacturing
excellence, AVer is a proud recipient of
numerous international designs, innovations,
awards centered on exceptional product
usability, reliability and customer satisfaction.
The company has operations in four
separate continents with 15 international
offices serving over 100 countries through
700 employees worldwide.

SCHOOLS
Stand 24: iTCHYROBOT SCHOOLS
Our Approach: iTCHYROBOT Schools work
together with schools to help them “tell
their unique story”. We seek to understand
what makes your school “different” and
provide solutions that not only engage
your audience but help you to improve
efficiencies within your school environment.
Our Solutions: iTCHYROBOT Schools
are your trusted partner for your school
website and communication solutions.

Exhibitors
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We create carefully crafted school
websites that can only be designed when
we fully understand your vision, your
objectives and your “story”.
Our websites also come with solutions
that centralise your school communication,
engagement and compliance with a range
of tools including Parents’ Evening System,
Compliance checker and many other
features that help you to manage your
school in a simple and efficient way. Our
range of solutions come as standard with
all of our websites in one monthly fee.
Our Clients: We work with schools across
the UK, building long term relationships
with all of our clients and are now their
first point of contact with any problems
associated with communication or
engagement.

Stand 26: Samsung
Samsung inspires the world and shapes
the future with transformative ideas and
technologies. The company is redefining
the worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable
devices, tablets, digital appliances, network
systems, and memory, system LSI, foundry
and LED solutions. For the latest news,
please visit the Samsung Newsroom at
https://www.samsung.com/uk/business/
display-solutions/all-display-solutions/

Stand 28: MCC Digital
Established in 1981, MCC Digital are one of
the UK’s most experienced Apple Solutions
Experts for Education and we offer a full
range of services around the deployment
of Apple technology within educational
settings large and small. These services
range from leadership strategy at the
start of your Apple journey to device
recycling services, ensuring the financial
sustainability of innovative teaching and
learning.
As an Apple Solution Expert for Education,
MCC’s educational experts can help
you deploy iPad in the classroom and
deliver truly transformational change to
the way teaching and learning happens
in your school. From former teachers, to
experienced consultants, our expert team
will make your project a success.

Contact: Rebecca Lambton
e: schools@itchyrobot.co.uk
w: www.itchyrobot.co.uk
t: 01642 688808

To find out more about how MCC can help
with your Apple classroom deployment,
visit www.mccdigital.com, call our
Education team on 01925 44 44 99 or email
sales@mccdigital.com — we look forward
to hearing from you!

Stand 25: Impero Software

Stand 27: FrontRow

Impero are specialists in the EdTech
space with a passion for education and
student safeguarding. 100% focused
on education, we provide a range of
cloud-based remote monitoring, device
management, and safeguarding solutions
for the education sector. Working with
specialist organisations, charities, and our
customers, we develop our solutions in
direct response to the latest education
trends and requirements. So whether
you’re responsible for IT, safeguarding, or
you’re a teacher, we have a solution that
can help you.

FrontRow provides communincation tools
for schools. Over 14,000 schools around
the globe are using FrontRow technology
for better learning outcomes. We’re
introducing FrontRow’s SonicSuffusionTM
technology system JUNO to schools in the
UK. JUNO is easy to set up and evenly fills
your classroom with sound so teachers
don’t need to strain their voice to deliver
lessons. JUNO enables inclusivity and
accessibility for every child in the class;
we’ve got data showing proven increased
attainment when JUNO is used. We’re more
than happy to leave a JUNO with your
school for 30 days so you can see the
benefits for your staff and pupils.

w: www.imperosoftware.com
e: info@imperosoftware.com
t: +44 (0) 1509 611 341

MRJW@gofrontrow.com
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Hi I’m Bob and I want to talk to you about
how to ﬁll the space with sound at your school.
I promote an innovative little product called Juno,
a simple yet very eﬀective sound system. I like to
say Juno is a sound investment for any school but
I thought I’d let my teaching pal whose been using
my product do the talking.

Tell me about yourself…
My name’s Simon, I’ve been teaching in diﬀerent year groups and at diﬀerent
schools for a decade now. I currently teach a mixed Year 3/4 class in a
wonderful town north of Manchester at a fantastic school (Tottingham Primary
School). I feel extremely lucky to do the job that I do and I love nothing more than
integrating tech into the classroom to enhance teaching and learning.
In 2018, I was awarded Inspirational Teacher of the Year at the Manchester Evening News
(M.E.N’s) Greater Manchester School Awards. I also travel to schools around the country and
deliver CPD sessions sharing new technology and teaching methods around the school.

What tempted you to try Juno?
My classroom is an odd shape with the IWB board placed awkwardly to one side. You’ll know what I mean when
I say I need to use my ‘teacher voice’ to ensure the whole class hears me. Not shouting, more like talking in a loud
voice. This takes its toll on our vocal cords.
Should we have to strain our voices? No but more importantly to me what about the kids? If teachers are
struggling to maintain our loud voice, then surely the children are struggling to hear us?
This is where I could see that Juno not only solves the problem, but could completely change the game too!

What is the biggest diﬀerence that you have
been noticing after using Juno?
The ﬁrst time I used Juno, it was very subtle. My voice didn’t boom as I thought it would. I found that I was
speaking in my normal voice, but the children could hear me. I asked the children what they thought. “It’s well
good,” said one boy at the far end of the classroom “I can hear everything you say now.” This stuck with me,
everything you say now? Suddenly, the value of the Juno became even more apparent.
The rest of the week I used the Juno in every lesson. I switched oﬀ my pendant mic during the ﬁrst lesson on the
Friday as an experiment. “Turn it back on Mr Hunt,” they protested. So… I did, and it’s stayed on ever since!

Would you go back to not using Juno?
No. I wouldn’t go back. No chance!

JUNO

LIKE WHAT YOU HEAR?
Get Bob and Mark to drop by
your classroom for a free 30 day trial
Call or email Mark. Quote: junosound

07757 002992
mrjw@gofrontrow.com
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Stand 29: NCC Education

TeachTech

The UK national curriculum for computing
aims to equip young people with the
skills, knowledge and understanding of
computers to prepare them for the rest
of their lives. Our young learners need to
learn how computers and their systems
work, how to design and build programs
and how to develop new ideas and
concepts using the technology available.

TeachTech.xyz is a STEM focused supplier
into education. We concentrate solely
on quality products for the Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math
categories that are currently experiencing
a great level of focus from education
bodies around the world.

The NCC Education Digi programme, for
young learners between the ages of 5 to
16, demystifies many of the complexities
faced by learners and teachers alike.
Providing an invaluable all-encompassing
resource which can be taken into the
classroom with minimal planning and
preparation. This curriculum is both radical
and ambitious, re-energising computer
education for the next generation.

Our aim is to provide outstanding products
that support and enhance both teaching
and learning, for students of all ages and
abilities, through excellent resources and
inspirational learning platforms.
Using TeachTech.xyz means access to
the best products from across the STEM
categories, through a single, friendly
supplier at highly competitive prices.

More information can be found here:
w: http://studydigi.com/
Contact: Andrew Rennie
e: Andrew.Rennie@nccedu.com.

Stand 31: 2Simple Software
Stand 30: Projector Lamps
for Schools
Projector Lamps For Schools are the
biggest supplier of replacement projector
lamps to the education sector in the UK.
We supply thousands of lamps each month
to customers throughout the UK.
As we produce our own high quality
projector lamps we are able to supply
lamps at around half the typical price
and we estimate we can save a typical
secondary school around £10,000 a year.
All lamps are covered by a 120 day
no‑quibble guarantee and accept school
purchase orders.
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2Simple has been making powerful and
creative educational software for primary
schools for over 15 years and won over
40 industry awards. Our head office is in
the UK but 2Simple software is used in
classrooms around the world.
Our popular programs include:
Purple Mash: Our ever-growing website
designed for primary schools filled with
creative tools, games and curriculum
resources for primary schools. The
software includes several resources to
help teach the computing curriculum, such
as a full scheme of work and lesson plans,
a computing assessment tool and a toolkit
for computing leaders. There are also
video guides and tutorials at every step.

Our multi-award-winning app 2Build
a Profile, which makes recording and
managing lesson observations simple.
Serial Mash: Our growing online library of
guided reading books for ages 5 – 11.
Mini Mash: The fun, visual learning
experience for younger learners (ages 2 – 5).
Contact: Antony Wootten
e: antony@2simple.com
t: 07719 814429

Stand 32: Securus Software Ltd
Securus, the market leader in online
monitoring solutions within education, has
been keeping children safe online for over
16 years!
Our core solutions, Securus XT & Securus
NET offer full coverage of all devices
including support for your school BYOD
policy. Additionally, if time and resources
are an issue, we can provide an Assisted
Monitoring Service where a team of
experts review captures on your behalf
and alert you to any urgent or potential
risks and can also offer support resolving
safeguarding incidents.
Once an instance of potential risk has been
detected on a user’s device a screenshot, a
“capture”, is instantly created and stored for
review by the designated members of staff.
The highly intuitive Securus cloud portal
has been designed to ensure that “captures”
suggesting potential risk or problematic
online activity are rapidly identified and staff
alerted immediately so they can respond,
safeguard and educate accordingly.
Securus is a member of both the UK
Council for Child Internet Safety (UKCCIS)
and the IWF (Internet Watch Foundation)
and is accredited under the UK Safer
Internet Centre self-certification scheme.
Securus Software Ltd
Bernard Snowe
t: 0330 124 1750
e: Bernard.snowe@securus-software.com
w: www.securus-software.com
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Stand 35: Faronics Wise

Stand 33: Epson UK Ltd
About Epson: Epson is a global technology
leader dedicated to connecting people,
things and information with its original
efficient, compact and precision
technologies. With a lineup that ranges
from inkjet printers and digital printing
systems to 3LCD projectors, watches and
industrial robots, the company is focused
on driving innovations and exceeding
customer expectations in inkjet, visual
communications, wearables and robotics.
Led by the Japan-based Seiko Epson
Corporation, the Epson Group comprises
more than 76,000 employees in 87
companies around the world, and is proud
of its contributions to the communities in
which it operates and its ongoing efforts to
reduce environmental impacts.
w: www.global.epson.com
About Epson Europe: Epson Europe
B.V., based in Amsterdam, is the Group’s
regional headquarters for Europe, MiddleEast, Russia, and Africa. With a workforce of
1,830 employees, Epson Europe’s sales for
fiscal year 2017 were 1.7 billion Euros.
w: http://www.epson.eu
Environmental Vision 2050.
Contact: Jason Walcott
e: Jason.Walcott@epson.eu
t: +44 7818 015743
http://eco.epson.com/

Stand 34: ToodleBit
ToodleBit is a creative, hands-on STEM
curriculum, based around KS2 computer
science. It uses animated videos to guide
a class through structured computing
lessons, making it ideal for the nonspecialist teacher. ToodleBit uses the BBC
Micro:Bit to link computing with science,
maths and design technology through
exciting and stimulating lessons. Pupils
design, make and code projects including
mini keyboards, Morse code boxes and
anemometers. ToodleBit also comes with
15 buggies which pupils’ code to complete
set tasks, detect obstacles and even work
via remote control.
ToodleBit comprises of 7 units of work.
Each unit is made up of 6 lessons,
providing a scheme of work from year 3 to
year 6. Units include; detailed lesson plans,
a box of components to complete each
project, an online classroom, animated
videos and extension ideas which enable
all pupils to succeed.
Prices start from £399.
Visit www.ToodleBit.com for more details
and to register for free lessons.
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Anyone who’s ever worked in an
educational institution will know that there
is a lot more to education than teaching
and learning. Managing the schooling
day takes a considerable amount of effort
and organisation and in many situations
schools have to try and amalgamate a
whole multitude of different software
technologies and manual processes in
order to function adequately. Faronics has
been developing world-class software for
education since 1996.
Drawing on years of experience, working
with school leaders, IT Managers and office
administrators, our software tools have been
designed to add true value to teaching
and learning environments across the
globe. If your current school Management
Information System is no longer providing
you with the right level of functionality and
you feel that you are not getting the correct
level of training and support, then Faronics
Wise will definitely open your eyes to what
can be achieved using a very cost effective
hosted solution with intuitive features that
aid the reduction of workload both in the
school office and the classroom.
Faronics Wise unifies the entire process of
managing school data in the most secure
and efficient way possible, whilst ensuring
that every stakeholder that plays a part in
the students’ outcome can communicate
and collaborate in real time both internally
and with the wider parent community.
For more information on how Faronics
Wise can make a different to your school,
please come and talk to us at our stand
or alternatively contact us through our
website www.faronicswise.co.uk where you
will be able to schedule a demo.
Contact: Chris Stockley — Commercial Lead
t: 01344 206 413
m: 07525 133999
e: cstockley@faronicswise.co.uk
w: http://faronicswise.co.uk/
Twitter @Faronicswise
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Stand 36: PowerGistics UK
Introducing PowerGistics UK
Revolutionary Design, Evolutionary Device
Charging Towers with Lifetime Warranty.
PowerGistics has created the ideal solution
for free standing and wall mounted charging
stations for education. The revolutionary
design saves space in your classroom and is
available in the UK in three options, Tower8,
Tower12 and Tower16, so each classroom
can charge up to 16 Chromebook, tablet or
iPad devices at a time.
No longer will teachers struggle with
tangled cables or be found crawling into
a charging trolley to retrieve devices as
our unique cable management system
provides a no-tangle solution which
includes a pinch-point design to secure
individual power cables. This solution
offers 100% student managed deployment
and split deployment of devices to ensure
maximum teaching time in the classroom.
Teachers and staff appreciate how easy it
is to visually inventory and check charging
status from across the room, even when
the PowerGistics Tower Door is locked.

Stand 37: Getech
Getech — Google Premier Partner for
Education are delighted to be supporting
the ICT for Education Events in 2019.
Understanding what your school wants
from its IT is where any decision process
should start. As a Premier Partner of Google,
Getech are experts in Chrome, G Suite and
Chromebooks and believe that time spent
defining the teaching and learning objectives
are key to the success of any deployment.
The journey to a technology-rich
classroom has many facets: schools must
build consensus on WHY, chart plans
regarding HOW before making appropriate
decisions on WHAT.
Getech can help schools in this key
area by providing expertise in the use
of technology in education across all
key stage learning levels to ensure clear
objectives are defined.
Getech offer consultancy and training in
all areas of G Suite and provide market
leading pricing on Chromebooks.

Students love the colours, teachers and IT
Managers love the robust, steel chassis and
Lifetime Warranty and competitive pricing.

If you are interested in financing or
parental contribution schemes come and
learn more about Equal IT, a cost effective
way of increasing the technology in your
school. We look forward to meeting you.

PowerGistics will be giving away a Tower at
the ICT for Education conference so please
come and visit our stand for further details.

Contact details:
e: team@getecheducation.com
t: 01473 243437.

Please contact Debbie Preece if you would
like to arrange a school demonstration visit,
or trial or to discuss the product in more
detail.
t: 07840 050879
e: debbie@powergisitcs

Stand 38: TynCan Learning
TynCan Learning was founded in 2011
and we are based in Gateshead. We are
committed to putting innovative digital
technology into the hands young children.
20
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We have a range of technology based
around coding, our Ready Steady Code
booklets are a great resource. We have
just launched CODEUCATE an online
system for learning Java Script with Python
due online next term.
We offer a variety of robotic solutions
from Early Years to KS3/4 with the
emphasis on making and creating like
our new partnership with OTTO the Robot.
In Science we are also keen to ensure
that our young people learn about the
physical world and we offer the award
winning Labdisc data loggers for science
investigation.
Come and talk to us at our stand, we are
your local provider.
t: +44 (0)1914 787976
m: +44 (0)7949 293995
w: www.tyncan.com
Skype: TyncanLtd
Twitter: @tyncanLearning
Arrange a meeting:
https://www.vyte.in/TyncanLearning

Stand 39: realsmart learning ltd
realsmart is a learning organisation
that will work in partnership with your
school. We do this by shaping worldclass technology, providing a core
team of passionate educational and
technical professionals and having a deep
understanding of the schools we work with.
We won’t sell you a bag of tech and
run off with your cash. We are deeply
passionate about improving the way our
children learn, this is why we have built
a community of schools that we help by
providing pedagogical and professional
development alongside technology to
underpin great learning.
Our support team are experts in using
technology in an educational context and
they are there for you whenever you
need them, offering support and advice
for all our services. Our technical team is
continually improving our products to add
the features that you need.
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realsmart provides technology that will
develop your whole school priorities and
create cultures for celebrating beautiful
work, passionate teachers and opportunities
for young people to achieve their potential.
We can improve parent engagement,
homework, collaborative working, portfolio
building, and communication within the
school and with your wider community.
Speak to us today to see how we can help
improve outcomes and save you money.
t: +44 (0)1302 361132
e: support@realsmart.co.uk
twitter: @realsmart
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Organiser: ICT for Education
ICT for Education is a unique and
independent source of information,
comment and creative thinking on the use
of ICT in primary and secondary schools.
The aim of ICT for Education is to support
education professionals using ICT in
the classroom, school and community
to improve education standards. Its
community includes headteachers,
teachers, ICT leaders, ICT coordinators,
business managers, regional education
leaders, CPD experts, members of
education sector associations and
independent education specialists.
Visit www.ictforeducation.co.uk
and follow us on Twitter at
@ICTforEducation #ICTLiveuk
LinkedIn: @ICT for Education

Registration Sponsor: InVentry
InVentry is a pioneer of sign in and visitor
management systems and is now trusted by
more than 6,000 organisations across the UK.
InVentry continuously develop in-house
products that provide simple, smart
solutions to site security and tracking —
without compromising on the reliability and
stability that their customers demand of a
front of house, mission critical system. The
system’s simple, easy to use, visual interface
engages users instantly and is packed full
of useful features such as signing in late
students and staff, running an evacuation
from a mobile phone and managing all DBS
checks in one central location.
Every week 7.2 million users of the InVentry
system are greeted by a professional
welcome and left with a lasting impression;
helping brands create an unparalleled first
impression whilst also providing accurate
digital data on who is in the building.
Along with sign in, InVentry also provide
audit and compliance solutions. The
InVentry Audit & Compliance system
simplifies the management and audit of
assets within a school. The system provides
a clear audit trail of usage to enable schools
to make informed decisions on software
and hardware investments. Alongside
this, the compliance module completely
removes the burden on administrative staff
for ensuring that the building complies with
statutory and regulatory standards.
To find out more visit www.inventry.co.uk
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Brighton
13 March
Sheffield
1 May
Norwich
19 June
Newcastle
18 September
Manchester
9 October
Midlands
20 November
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MIS made simple
A cloud-based management information system designed
to maximise efficiency and reduce operational costs

Speak to
us today to
book a LIVE
Demo

Faronics Wise assist with:
Communications

Data Management

Parent Engagement

Extra Curricular

Collaborative Learning

Transport & Catering

Teaching Tools

Special Education

Behaviour Management

Safeguarding

Administration Controls

Statutory Reporting

Book your LIVE online demo
using code TRY-WISE-SUM2018

Tel: 01344 206 414
Web: www.faronicswise.co.uk
@Faronicswise

These guys are awesome, they
have just installed our new
School Management Information
System. Which is amazing, Can’t
recommend them highly enough,
support and training “five star”.
Thank you

